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Abstract

In light of the nonequilibrium thermodynamics by I. Prigogine, the autonomic nervous system as a whole may be viewed as a dissipative

structure progressively assembled in the course of evolution, plastically and rhythmically interfaced between forebrain, internal and external

environments, to regulate energy, matter and information exchanges. In the present paper, this hypothesis is further pursued to verify whether

the two main divisions of the autonomic nervous system, the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, may support different types of

exchange with the external environment. Previous data from hypothalamic stimulation experiments, studies of locus coeruleus function and

available data on behavioral functional organization indicate that (1) tight engagement with the external environment, (2) high level of energy

mobilization and utilization and (3) information mainly related to exteroceptive sensory stimulation characterize a behavioral prevalence of

sympathoadrenal activation. On the other hand, (1) disengagement from the external environment, (2) low levels of internal energy and (3)

dominance of proprioceptive information characterize a behavioral prevalence of vagal tone. Behavioral matter exchanges such as feeding,

drinking, micturition and defecation are equally absent at the extreme of sympathoadrenal and vagally driven behaviors. The autonomic

nervous system as a whole is genetically determined, but the sympathoadrenal system has been mainly designed to organize the visceral

apparatus for an action to be performed by the biological system in the external environment and to deal with the novelty of task and of the

environment, while the functional role of the parasympathetic is to prepare the visceral apparatus for an action to be performed by the

biological system on itself, for recovery and self-protection (homeostasis), and is reinforced by repetition of phylo- and ontogenetically

determined patterns. The available clinical data further support this interpretation indicating that an increased sympathetic and a decreased

vagal tone may represent a consistent risk factor for cardiovascular diseases.
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1. Introduction

The peripheral activity of the sympathetic and para-

sympathetic nervous systems, the two main divisions of

the autonomic nervous system, is hierarchically coordinated

by neuronal networks in the forebrain, hypothalamus, mid-

brain and medulla (Dampney, 1994; Benarroch, 1999; Jänig

and McLachlan, 1999; Spyer, 1999; Morrison, 2001). Dif-

ferent behaviors and visceral reflexes activate the peripheral

branches of the autonomic nervous system along character-

istic patterns, which in many cases have been carefully

mapped (Furness et al., 1999; Spyer, 1999; Folkow, 2000;

Szekely, 2000; Morrison, 2001).

Starting from the definition of the biological system as

a thermodynamic open system continuously exchanging

matter, energy and information with its environments (von

Bertalannfy, 1950; Prigogine, 1978; Omodeo, 1983), and

from the thermodynamic approach to the biological system

by Nicolis and Prigogine (1977) and Prigogine (1978), it

has been recently proposed (Recordati, 2002) that the

autonomic nervous system as a whole may be considered

a complex structure which originated and became organ-

ized in the course of evolution by the progressive assembly

of discrete neuronal dissipative structures. The main func-

tional role of the autonomic system as a whole is that of

inducing, maintaining and regulating ordered exchanges of

matter, energy and information within and among its
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environments, which are the forebrain, the fluid matrix or

internal environment and the external environment.

Because of its inherited plastic and rhythmic properties,

stimuli arising from these environments may in turn

contribute to the structural and functional organization of

the autonomic nervous system. Then, the autonomic nerv-

ous system as a whole may be described as a dissipative

structure plastically interfaced between the forebrain, body

and external environment to regulate and maintain ordered

exchanges of matter, energy and information in a contin-

uous interplay between function, structure and fluctuations

(Prigogine, 1973, 1975, 1978; Jänig, 1988; Jänig and

Häbler, 1999; Recordati, 2002).

A system is thermodynamically defined as open on the

bases of matter, energy and information exchanges with

the environment. In this context, the term information is

not only related to the sensory input and functional

properties of neurons but it is also a measure of the

internal order of the system and of the so-called ‘‘negative

entropy’’ (von Bertalannfy, 1969; Prigogine, 1996). Since

matter, energy and information exchanges include all

possible stimuli acting on the system and all possible

actions induced by it, they are the key elements to attempt

a thermodynamic qualification not only of the autonomic

nervous system as a whole but also of sympathetic and

parasympathetic functions. Previous data indicate that such

an endeavour is possible.

By electrically stimulating hypothalamic areas, Hess

(1957) described a dynamogenic zone peripherally con-

nected to the sympathetic nervous system, directed to

mobilize and utilize energies called the ergotropic system,

and an adynamogenic zone, peripherally connected to the

parasympathetic, promoting restorative processes called

the trophotropic–endophylactic system. More recently,

Aston-Jones et al. (1984, 1994), Elam et al. (1986),

Van Bockstaele and Aston-Jones (1995) and Usher et al.

(1999) have described that the locus coeruleus neurons

that contribute to the general arousal level of the animal

are markedly activated whenever the animal, interrupting

an internally oriented behavior such as sleep, grooming

and food consumption, initiates a behavior directed to the

external environment and driven by prevalent exterocep-

tive sensory information such as alertness and increased

level of vigilance. These same concepts have been uti-

lized by Henry (1994, 1997) to attempt an understanding

of the neurohumoral regulation of post-traumatic stress

disorders. In addition, a phylogenetic staging of the

autonomic nervous system development, through the dif-

ferent behaviors of immobilization, fight and flight and

recovery, has been fostered to support interpretation of

social behavior and stress vulnerability (Porges, 1995,

2001). Hence, both the utilization of metabolic energies

in relation to the type of work to be done and the

direction of the work with respect to the external environ-

ment have become relevant factors to behaviorally char-

acterize sympathetic and parasympathetic functions. By

combining these previous observations with the thermo-

dynamic model just described, the first step towards the

description of matter, energy and information exchanges

qualifying sympathetic and parasympathetic actions will

be made in the present paper. This attempt will be based

on the analysis of behaviors characterized by a clear

dominance of sympathetic and parasympathetic on cardi-

ovascular functions, leaving apart, for the moment, those

behaviors which display a simultaneous and similar acti-

vation of both systems, such as sexual activity, and those

mainly directed to the exchanges of materials with the

external environments such as feeding, drinking, mictur-

ition and defecation.

Throughout this presentation, sensory information is

described according to Sherrington’s classification of exter-

oceptive and proprioceptive sensory information with the

extension proposed by Moruzzi (1979) that telereceptor

information may be included in the exteroceptive term while

the information coming from enteroreceptors and from all

visceral organs may be included in the proprioceptive

category. Along this classification, reflexes may be divided

into two main groups: those elicited by stimuli arising from

the outside environment and those arising from inside the

biological system (Moruzzi, 1979, p. 180).

From these given premises, the following is divided into

three main sections: the first for the description of behaviors

with prevalent sympathetic activation, the second for behav-

iors with parasympathetic dominance and the third for the

physiological and pathophysiological implications arising

from the proposed approach.

2. Behavioral conditions characterized by a prevalence

of sympathetic tone

2.1. Behaviors

The first sympathetic activation occurs at birth, during

delivery, the transition from fetal to newborn life, and it is

elicited by a sensory input from cutaneous cold-sensitive

thermoreceptors and mediated by the activation of supra-

medullary structures (Segar et al., 1994; Mazursky et al.,

1996; Segar, 1997).

Exit from hibernation is also characterized by an increase

in sympathetic activity that promotes the increase in heart

rate and rate of breathing and precedes any appearance of

vagal tone. The drive for this sympathetic activation is still

unknown (Milsom et al., 2001).

Similarly, every morning, the transition from sleep to

wakefulness, the moment of eye opening to the stimulatory

effects of light is characterized by a prompt increase in

sympathetic activity, blood pressure and heart rate (Conway

et al., 1983, 1984; Furlan et al., 1990).

Muscle exercise and mental arousal are the behaviors

more often utilized to characterize the activation of the

sympathetic nervous system during wakefulness.
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2.1.1. Muscle exercise

From the low levels of muscle work required by standing

and light isometric (hand grip) and isotonic exercise to the

extremes of strenuous muscle exercise and the fight and

flight reaction, there is a continuum of ordered activation of

the sympatho-adrenal system in relation to the amount of

work to be performed in the external environment, oxygen

consumption and the level of engagement of the biological

system with the environment (Rowell, 1993; DiCarlo and

Bishop, 1999). From resting heart rate values to a rate of

about 100 bpm, vagal withdrawal provides the initial rapid

changes in heart rate and cardiac output while sympathetic

activation becomes the dominant factor in controlling fur-

ther heart rate increments (Rowell, 1993, p. 172). Cardiac

vagal tone and baroreceptor reflexes are unloaded by the

central command and excitation of group III mechanore-

ceptors and group IV metaboreceptors muscle afferents

(Coote et al., 1971; Victor et al., 1989; DiCarlo and Bishop,

1999; Coote and Bothams, 2001). The activation of the

sympathetic has been very well documented by recordings

of muscle sympathetic nerve activity, the increment of

which is proportional to the muscle mass and the severity

of exercise (Mark et al., 1985; Rowell, 1993, p. 410; Seals,

1993), by studies of sympathovagal balance and spectral

analysis of blood pressure and heart rate variabilities

(Pagani et al., 1988; Piazza et al., 1995; Iellamo et al.,

1999), by determination of plasma catecholamines and

renin–angiotensin system changes (Rowell, 1993, p. 234)

and by the effects of surgical sympathectomy and h-block-
ade (Opie, 1985; Shepherd, 1985). All these changes are

ordered and may be optimized and controlled by training.

2.1.2. Mental arousal

Activation of the sympathetic nervous system by an

increase in central arousal level characterizes the responses

to mental stress in all its different quantification methods as

a reflex of the engagement of the biological system with

stressful environmental conditions. Emotional expression, in

general, is also accompanied by an activation of the sym-

pathetic activity to the cardiovascular system (Zanchetti et

al., 1972; Le Doux, 1987). Similarly, heart rate, blood

pressure and renal sympathetic nerve activity changes have

been documented for humans and experimental animals

subjected to environmental stressful stimuli involving the

stimulation of telereceptors such as loud noise, bright light,

air jet on the face and cold pressor test (Burke et al., 1998).

Worth of interest is that both muscle exercise and emo-

tional arousal are characterized by cutaneous vasoconstric-

tion. This may indicate that together, with a prompt

mobilization and utilization of energies, heat should be

simultaneously and adequately conserved. In the course of

muscle exercise, the initial cutaneous vasoconstriction is

reversed to vasodilation to meet the thermoregulatory needs

of the biological system, but for any given internal temper-

ature, skin blood flow is lower during exercise than at rest

(Rowell, 1993, p. 224; DiCarlo and Bishop, 1999).

In addition to integrating influences from higher brain

centers (mental arousal and central command) and from the

internal environment (for example, temperature regulation

and distribution of cardiac output), the sympathetic output to

target organs is also dependent on external environmental

forces such as the acceleration of gravity. The experimental

observation in humans undergoing increments in gravity

acceleration, the muscle sympathetic nerve activity increases

to counteract blood volume displacement, while in micro-

gravity, it is completely inhibited, supports this view (Iwase

et al., 1998).

The emotional quality of novelty also deserves to be

mentioned in relation to sympathetic nervous system acti-

vation.

2.1.3. Novelty of task and of the environment

As already presented at the beginning of this section,

novelty, such as exit from fetal life, hibernation and sleep, is

by itself a stimulus for sympathetic activation. It is well

known that both positive and negative (aversive) emotions

may entrain sympathetic activation. With the exception of

emotional arousal from creative thoughts and feelings,

emotions are usually elicited by exteroceptive stimulation,

by new tasks to be performed and by new environments.

Cardiovascular reactivity peaks early during the initial

presentation of a demanding task, when novelty and uncer-

tainty are greatest (Kelsey et al., 1999, 2000). The well-

known helpful effect of nonselective beta-blockade in

sustaining public performance is a valid example extendable

to emotional arousal in general (Clarkson and Thompson,

1997; Tyrer, 1988).

The cardiovascular changes which occur during muscle

exercise and mental arousal are a useful example of the

autonomic nervous system as an interface positioned among

forebrain structures, internal and external environments, to

induce adequate alterations of the visceral apparatus, allow-

ing the biological system to perform work in the environ-

ment. As already pointed out, this work, in its most general

terms, concerns the ordered exchanges of matter, energy and

information which will be considered next.

2.2. Matter

During muscle exercise and emotional stimuli, owing to

the inhibitory effects on gastrointestinal and bladder smooth

muscles and to a diffuse visceral vasoconstriction produced

by sympathetic stimulation (Zanchetti, 1986; Folkow,

2000), exchanges of matter with the environment such as

feeding, drinking and evacuations of waste products are

usually halted.

2.3. Energy

In awake unanaesthetized animals and in awake relaxed

humans, the level of postganglionic sympathetic nerve

activity directed to the target organs is generally low
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(McAllen and Malpas, 1997; Macefield et al., 2002). None-

theless, it has been recently demonstrated that a small

percentage of the total resting metabolic rate in healthy

adult humans is tonically supported by a h-adrenergic
sympathetic effect (Bell et al., 2001; Monroe et al., 2001).

Above this resting level, the sympathetic provides the input

for facultative thermogenesis that quantifies the cellular

reactions in excess of those required to maintain the organ-

ism above its basal state, such as thermogenesis associated

with muscular activities, response to cold and food intake

(Landsberg and Young, 1978; Landsberg et al., 1984). In

addition to increasing the rate of cellular metabolism, the

sympathetic increases mobilization and utilization of meta-

bolic energies, owing to its well-known glycogenolytic,

lipolytic and gluconeogenetic effects (Reaven et al., 1996;

Mcdonald, 1999; Szekely, 2000). In addition, well docu-

mented are the responses to environmental cooling and to

hypoglycemia (Morrison, 2001), as well as the metabolic

effects of epinephrine and the indirect sympathomimetic

effect of amphetamines (Hoffman, 2001).

2.4. Information

The behavioral conditions referred to by Hess and Aston-

Jones are all characterized by the fact that the subject

attention is mainly driven by exteroceptive information.

With respect to the defence reaction, it must be noted that

it preserves the integrity of the individual because it is

directed towards elimination or avoidance of threatening

external causes (Mancia et al., 1974; Zanchetti, 1986). In

defence reaction, the drive from exteroceptive stimuli is so

strong, however, that proprioceptive perception is usually

impaired, as reflected by the unperceived injuries sustained

during sport or in battlefield, and the hypoalgesic effect of

stressful conditions (Zieglgänsberger, 1986, pp. 582 and

612). These conditions are also accompanied by a consistent

increase in blood pressure, which is characterized by a

decrease in baroreceptor sensitivity and by a simultaneous

shift of the set-point to higher pressures (Rowell, 1993, p.

469; DiCarlo and Bishop, 1999). Hence, in addition to a

raised threshold for proprioceptive information at the

extreme of the sympathetically driven conditions, the bio-

logical system looses, at least for what blood pressure is

concerned, the so-called homeostatic regulation of the

internal environment. Training increases the sensitivity of

the baroreceptor reflex, making the emotional component of

strenuous muscle exercise more easily controllable and

facilitating proprioception from muscle and joints.

2.5. Summary

The activation of the sympathetic nervous system, either

elicited by a central voluntary command (muscle work) or

by an involuntary central arousal (emotion and stress) or by

reflexes (increase in gravity vector, decrease in temperature

and hypoxia), is thus directed to increasing energy mobi-

lization and utilization, to increasing and redistributing

internal gradients functionally organized along evolutionary

pattern and to preparing the visceral apparatus for an action

to be performed by the BS in the external environment. The

behavioral conditions directed to performing work in the

external environment and characterized by a predominant

sympathetic tone share the following common properties:

(1) high level of energy mobilization and utilization, (2)

prevalent conscious exteroceptive information, mainly

driven by the novelty of task and of the environment and

(3) absence of matter exchanges with the external environ-

ment (Table 1).

3. Behavioral conditions characterized by a prevalence

of vagal tone

3.1. Behaviors

3.1.1. Hibernation

Parasympathetic activation mediates the autonomic

events occurring during entrance in hibernation, a long

lasting disengagement from the external environment, char-

acterized by decreases in heart rate, breathing frequency and

metabolic rate (Milsom et al., 2001). During deep hiberna-

tion, when body temperature may stabilize around 4 jC, the
sympathetic and parasympathetic tones are both greatly

reduced or absent, thus confirming the well-known associ-

ation between fasting, hypometabolism, hypothermia and

reduced sympathetic activity (Milsom et al., 2001; Szekely,

2000). While both cortical inhibition and activation of

hypothalamic centers seem to accompany the increased

Table 1

Matter, energy and information exchanges characterizing sympathetic and parasympathetic behavioral dominance

Behaviors Matter exchanges Energy Information Recovery of

function

SNS active engagement with the

external environment

none increased mobilization

and utilization

mainly exteroceptive unknown

PNS disengagement from external

environment for rest and recovery

none for the

cardiovascular

system

decreased, favoring

hypometabolism

mainly proprioceptive yes

SNS: sympathetic nervous system.

PNS: parasympathetic nervous system.
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vagal drive during entrance in hibernation, the exact

sequence of events and the physiological mechanisms which

lead to the hypometabolic state of hibernation are still

unknown (Kilduff et al., 1993; Milsom et al., 2001).

3.1.2. Sleep

Sleep is a recovery process during which the biological

system decreases its sensory alertness, the level of reticular

activation is reduced, and the individual separates and

disengages from the external environment (Moruzzi, 1969;

Hobson and Steriade, 1986; Ancoli-Israel, 2001). This

complex behavioral condition is characterized by a marked

decline in sympathetic activity to the peripheral organs, with

the muscle sympathetic nerve activity reaching a minimum

level during nonrapid-eye-movement sleep stages 3 and 4

(Somers et al., 1993; Malliani, 2000; Lugaresi et al., 2001).

Spectral analysis of blood pressure and heart rate variability

has shown that the decline in sympathetic activity is

accompanied by an increase in vagal tone (Furlan et al.,

1990; Scholz et al., 1997; Malliani, 2000, pp. 85–87).

These changes in sympatho-vagal balance are accompanied

by the well-known circadian decline in blood pressure and

heart rate and by an increase in the baroreceptor-reflex gain

(Smyth et al., 1969; Conway et al., 1983).

The bursts of sympathetic activation and the simultane-

ous increases in heart rate, blood pressure and rate of

breathing occurring during rapid-eye-movement sleep are

the outcome of endogenous brain reactivation which occurs

in an open-loop condition with respect to the external

environment (Parmeggiani, 1985; Lugaresi et al., 2001).

During rapid-eye-movement sleep, for example, the hypo-

thalamic preoptic thermoregulatory structures are inacti-

vated and the homeostatic temperature regulation is lost:

shivering thermogenesis, thermal tachypnea, thermoregula-

tory vasomotion and sweating are suppressed or depressed

during desynchronized sleep (Parmeggiani, 1985).

Sleep may be described, therefore, as a behavioral con-

dition characterized by the disengagement of the biological

system from the external environment for recovery and self-

protection, by a low level of energy mobilization and

utilization, lower production of internal gradients and pre-

dominance of vagal tone. Similar characteristics are also

common to all other behaviors characterized by a prevalence

of the parasympathetic nervous system tone during wakeful-

ness.

3.1.3. Vita parva

Hypometabolism and hypothermia are the consequences

of both acute fasting or chronic starvation and characterize a

life style maintained on a low scale (‘‘vita parva’’) (Szekely,

2000). Both in humans and experimental animals, it has

been demonstrated that the decrease in energy intake and the

consequent decrease in body weight are associated with a

decrease in sympathetic activity (Landsberg and Young,

1978; Sakaguchi et al., 1988; Schwartz and Seeley, 1997;

Szekely, 2000) and an increase in parasympathetic tone to

the heart and circulation (Hirsch et al., 1991; Aronne et al.,

1995; Overton et al., 2001; Rissanen et al., 2001). At the

extreme of this tendency is anorexia nervosa, which is

characterized by a marked increase in parasympathetic tone

to the heart (Petretta et al., 1997).

Fasting hypometabolism is a metabolic depression which

is mainly dependent on efferent sympathetic depression and

a reduced amount of thyroid hormones, rather than on a

direct vagal efferent effect, although vagal tone to the heart

and circulation is increased (Szekely, 2000).

3.1.4. Grooming

Grooming describes a behavior concerned with the

primary biological function of caring of the body surface.

Similar behaviors are ‘‘scratching’’, ‘‘preening’’, ‘‘rubbing

against objects’’ and ‘‘dust, sand, mud and sun bathing’’

(Spruijt et al., 1992) and by spreading saliva on the fur in a

hot environment (Nagashima et al., 2000). These behaviors

may be directed at the body of the subject (autogrooming)

and also at that of conspecifics (social grooming) (Spruijt et

al., 1992). Allo- and social grooming find their origin in the

interiorization and repetition of the infant–mother relation-

ship. Because grooming mainly occurs after various activ-

ities and stressors, it seems to be related to a state of

relaxation and dearousal. What is of relevance for the

present report is that a behavior directed to the outer surface

of the body is accompanied by a reduced attention towards

the environment and is accompanied by a shift in the stream

of information reaching the biological system, a shift from

the information coming from the environment (exterocep-

tive information) to the information coming from within the

organism (proprioceptive information) (Spruijt et al., 1992).

This is the typical condition described as an internally

oriented behavior (Aston-Jones et al., 1994).

3.1.5. Diving

The most powerful vagal reflex effects on the heart are

elicited by diving. At the beginning of a dive, the heart rate

of diving mammals such as seals, ducks and penguins

(Ponganis and Kooyman, 2000) and of diving birds may

reach very low values, around 5–10 bpm. This bradycardia

is accompanied by peripheral vasoconstriction due to

increases in sympathetic nerve activity. This pattern has

been termed the ‘‘heart and brain’’ response (Folkow, 2000)

and it is elicited by the stimulation of trigeminal afferents

and of the ethmoidal nerve (Panneton et al., 2000).

From a behavioral point of view, diving is a protective

behavior directed to escape from terrestrial predators and to

seek for food. As a protective behavior, it is directed to save

energy, mainly O2 consumption and temperature. In the

context of the seawater environment, stress should be

avoided to minimize muscle activity and oxygen consump-

tion.

This reflex has been very well preserved amongst

different diving species and a discussion of the implica-

tions for the amount of gene sequences necessary to the
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phylogenetic transmission and conservation has been pre-

sented (Hochachka, 2000).

The diving reflex may be elicited in man by cold water

and cold wind stimulation of the face, and the response

obtained is qualitatively similar to that obtained in diving

mammals. In addition, in some individuals, the reflex effect

may produce bradycardia down to 6 bpm, which indicates a

highly conserved pattern of phylogenetic transmission

among different species (Hochachka, 2000).

3.1.6. Voluntary control of breathing

It is well known that hypoxia activates the sympathetic

activity, while slow and deep breathing, i.e. the voluntary

control of breathing, is accompanied by an increase in vagal

tone to the heart and circulation, as documented by decre-

ments in heart rate and blood pressure, increase in the high

frequency component and decrease in low frequency–high

frequency ratio of power spectral analysis of heart rate

variability and decrease in muscle sympathetic nerve activ-

ity (Pagani et al., 1986; Badra et al., 2001 Bernardi et al.,

2001). These vagal effects are even more marked in yoga

trainees, in whom a wakeful hypometabolic state has been

demonstrated and related to the practice of transcendental

meditation (Allison, 1970; Wallace et al., 1971; Stanescu et

al., 1981; Bernardi et al., 2001). The increased vagal tone

and hypometabolism have been explained in terms of

mental relaxation (Bernardi et al., 2001), disengagement

from the external environment (Allison, 1970) and height-

ened central control elicited by stimulation of pulmonary

proprioceptive afferents and somatic sensory afferents (Sta-

nescu et al., 1981).

3.1.7. Post-exercise and post-stress recovery

While the increase in heart rate during muscle exercise is

considered to result from a combined parasympathetic with-

drawal and sympathetic activation (Rowell, 1993), the fall

in heart rate immediately after exercise, defined as the

decrease in heart rate from peak exercise to 1 min after

cessation of exercise (Cole et al., 1999), has been demon-

strated to be primarily a function of the reactivation of

parasympathetic activity, the sympathetic withdrawal play-

ing a minor role (Cole et al., 1999). This vagal rebound

effect, which in normal subjects is enhanced by physical

training (Sugawara et al., 2001) while in heart failure

patients is blunted (Imai et al., 1994; Pierpont et al.,

2000), has been used as a prognostic marker and a predictor

of mortality after myocardial infarction (La Rovere et al.,

1995; Cole et al., 1999). It is of interest to note that this

vagal rebound also occurs in mental arousal, after the

termination of a psychological stress (Mezzacappa et al.,

2001). All these data seem to support the notion that the

heart rate decrease at the termination of a physical and

psychological stress characterizes a vagal recovery and

results from an active compensatory mechanism (Mezza-

cappa et al., 2001) based on a pre-determined, genetic,

organization of function (Sugawara et al., 2001).

3.1.8. Repetition of stimuli

Physical conditioning is associated with typical adjust-

ments of autonomic control of cardiovascular function such

as resting bradycardia and lower exercise heart rate, reduced

resting blood pressure and reduced sympathetic responses

(plasma cathecolamines and muscle sympathetic nerve

activity) at any given workload (O’Sullivan and Bell,

2000, 2001).

Trained subjects exhibit reduced tachycardia and pressor

responses to handgrip exercise, the cold pressor and mental

arithmetic tests (O’Sullivan and Bell, 2001).

Repetition of the stimulus seems to entrain a centrally

mediated moderation of the emotional response that may be

relevant in the adaptation of autonomic responses to train-

ing. It has been demonstrated that repetition of stimuli is by

itself accompanied by a reduction in stress-related sympa-

thetic responses because of a decrease in novelty of task and

of the environment (Kelsey et al., 1999, 2000).

On the other hand, repetition of the same stimulus,

facilitating a better central control, seems to play in favor

of parasympathetic reinforcement, as demonstrated by the

more pronounced bradycardia during deep breathing in yoga

trainees (Bernardi et al., 2001).

It is not yet known, however, if an increased central

voluntary control of skeletal muscle and an enhanced

proprioceptive information from muscle afferents may con-

tribute to this increased parasympathetic drive. Interestingly,

secretion of a still unidentified pituitary growth factor has

recently been shown to be induced by proprioceptive input

from muscle afferents (McCall et al., 2001).

3.2. Matter

Matter exchanges are not considered in the present

context, although with the exception of feeding as a purpose

for diving, matter exchanges are usually absent during sleep

and hibernation. During sleep, the small bowel is mostly

quiescent and the colon appears to be virtually inert (Wing-

ate, 1999).

3.3. Energy

From the above data, it appears that vagal activation, by

decreasing the level of internal energy and the level of O2

consumption, is a necessary condition for the appearance of

the hypometabolic states of hibernation, sleep and low level

of metabolic energy intake. It is yet unknown, however, if

the parasympathetic or a different neurohumoral, metabolic,

endocrine factor or the genome itself are responsible for

actively maintaining these states (Szekely, 2000; Milsom et

al., 2001).

Worthy of interest is the recent demonstration that during

hibernation in mammals, a metabolic shift away from the

oxidation of carbohydrates and towards the combustion of

stored fatty acids occurs (Buck et al., 2002), and that

efferent vagal stimulation, in addition to depressing cardiac
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output, may induce a metabolic down-regulation (hypome-

tabolism), primarily through an alteration of the systemic

oxygen transport to metabolically active tissues (Platzack

and Hicks, 2001). Recent data indicate, moreover, that

neuronal nitric oxide and natriuretic peptides facilitate vagal

control of heart rate (Chowdhary et al., 2001; Herring et al.,

2001; Choate et al., 2001).

3.4. Information

Disengagement from the environment characterizes all

the behaviors reported above which is accompanied by an

increased vagal tone to the heart. Because the autonomic

nervous system works as an interface amongst three differ-

ent environments (Jänig and Häbler, 1999; Recordati, 2002),

disengagement from the exteroceptive stimulation of the

environment will favor the control by higher brain centers

over the autonomic and to the so-called internally oriented

behaviors (Aston-Jones et al., 1984). In addition, all the

reported behaviors share the common aspect of being

reactivation of the infant–mother relationship. If this rela-

tion is taken as an index of genetically transmitted informa-

tion, it seems that during vagal predominance, the system

mainly works on pre-determined information and on instinc-

tually based patterns of response. The diving reflex, the

gene sequence of which has been mapped, is a clear

example in this sense (Hochachka, 2000).

3.5. Summary

All the reported behaviors share the common properties

of disengagement from the external environment, recovery

and restitution of function. The activation of the parasym-

pathetic nervous system is thus directed to decrease energy

mobilization and consumption and to prepare the visceral

apparatus for an action to be performed by the BS on itself.

Hence, the behavioral conditions characterized by a preva-

lence of parasympathetic tone share the following common

properties: (1) low level of energy mobilization and utiliza-

tion, (2) prevalence of proprioceptive information which is

reinforced by repetition of stimuli and (3) at the extreme,

absence of matter exchanges with the external environment

(Table 1).

All these points are so intimately connected that each one

seems to be a necessary condition for the appearance of the

other. Self-protection and control necessarily imply a dis-

engagement from the external environment and a low level

of sympathetic activation. Just to quote a well-known

example, the sleep hygiene rules advise how to best opti-

mize sleep by avoiding large meals, vigorous exercise, hot

showers and stressful work-related activities just before

bedtime, keeping warm and comfortable during sleep and

getting up at the same time each day (Ancoli-Israel, 2001;

Czeisler et al., 2001). These instructions are directed to

control and lower energy mobilization to adequately prepare

the subject for the subsequent sleep period and to reinforce

the onto- and phylogenetically based pattern of sleep

(Ancoli-Israel, 2001).

4. Discussion

The biological system is an open thermodynamic sys-

tem which exchanges matter, energy and information with

the external environment. At least two main modalities of

dealing with matter, energy and information exchanges are

supported by the autonomic nervous system. One charac-

terized by mobilization and utilization of metabolic ener-

gies, mainly driven by exteroceptive stimuli, is directed to

perform an action in the external environment and is

supported by the sympathetic. The other for self-protection

and recovery, is mainly based on proprioceptive informa-

tion, is directed to prepare the visceral apparatus for an

action to be performed by the biological system on itself

and it is supported by the parasympathetic. Worthy of

notice is that while novelty of task and of the environment

are the main drive for sympathetic activation, parasympa-

thetic-driven behaviors are usually a repetition of the

infant–mother relation and of evolutionarily acquired and

genetically encoded patterns following well-known

schemes for each group of mammals. These two main

modalities of functional organization have been evinced by

contrasting opposite behaviors characterized by a clear

dominance of sympathetic or parasympathetic, such as

strenuous muscle exercise and sleep. Both branches of

the autonomic nervous system are always simultaneously

active, however. Hence, in between the extreme behaviors,

mixed patterns of sympathetic and parasympathetic activa-

tion and consequently of visceral functional expression are

expected to occur.

These data confirm the ergotropic and trophotropic–

endophylactic theory of Hess (1957), the externally related

activation of locus coeruleus neurons (Aston-Jones et al.,

1984, 1994) as well as the relevance of parasympathetic

innervation in behavioral development as proposed by the

‘‘polyvagal theory’’ (Porges, 1995, 2001). They also support

the recently proposed thermodynamic theory of reference

and the hypothesis that sympathetic and parasympathetic

nervous systems may have originated, as branching solu-

tions, from a common neuronal precursor (Prigogine, 1978;

Recordati, 2002).

The sympathetic and parasympathetic activities are thus

forces which may be considered to originate from hypo-

thalamic centers with a given specific direction of action.

To further underline this aspect, since a force with an

application point, a direction and intensity may be physi-

cally and mathematically described by vectors, also sym-

pathetic and parasympathetic activities may be described as

directed vectorial forces. In addition to trophic neuronal,

tissue and target organ factors well illustrated by the

‘‘social control’’ theory and by the ‘‘dual constraints’’

hypothesis about synapse formation (Bennett et al.,
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2002), this notation might help to understand the driving

neuronal force which contributes to the reinnervation of

previously denervated or transplanted visceral organs.

When evaluated at the target organ level, these forces are

usually described as antagonistic and opposite, although, as

in the case of pupils, they are directed to different target

structures (Jänig and Häbler, 1999). When seen in the

context of the circadian behavioral alternance, on the other

hand, it clearly appears that each modality of action is a

necessary condition for the appearance of the other. As

demonstrated by the sleep deprivation studies, for example,

alertness cannot be endlessly maintained without being

properly interspaced by regular recovery periods (Ancoli-

Israel, 2001). From a behavioral point of view, sympathetic

and parasympathetic dominance, therefore, is better de-

scribed as reciprocal rather than antagonistic (Jänig and

Häbler, 1999). It is the functional expression of the inherited

circadian rhythmicity and of eons of time of adaptation to

the environment.

On this basis and along the thermodynamic hypothesis,

an attempt to a synthetic description of the autonomic

nervous system functional organization as an outcome of

its evolutionary history may be:

The autonomic nervous system is a nervous structure

which utilizes (i.e. dissipates) energy to do a biological

work (hence a ‘‘dissipative structure’’). This work results

from the application of forces whose type, intensity,

direction and distribution are also dependent from the

prevalent behavior (directed forces are usually defined

‘‘vectors’’). Owing to the plastic neuronal properties of

the autonomic nervous system, inputs from forebrain

areas, fluid matrix and external environment may

contribute to shaping the functional organization of the

system and to modifying its output to visceral organs.

The inherent and entrained rhythmicity of the autonomic

nervous system, together with the wide range of visceral

functional expression it may induce, allow to view the

functional organization of the system as the result of a

continuous interplay between structure, function and

fluctuations (‘‘fluctuations’’: changes around an average

value of some physical quantity in time).

4.1. Cannon, Hess and Pick

The present proposal contrasts with the homeostatic

theory of Cannon (1929) which describes the constancy of

the internal variable as the main objective of the autonomic

nervous system in general and of the sympathetic in partic-

ular. As seen in the present review, the sympathetic nervous

system promotes changes in the visceral apparatus, increases

gradients, mobilizes energies and markedly alters many, if

not all, measurable variables of the internal environment

(Recordati, 1984, 2002). This is in full accordance with the

dynamogenic hypothalamic theory by Hess (1957, p. 35).

The parasympathetic, on the other hand, as clearly recog-

nized by Cannon (1953) in his last book, is the autonomic

nervous system division which promotes restitution and

recovery. As already suggested (Recordati, 1984, 1989;

Porges, 1995), it is the parasympathetic, not the sympathetic,

which is the true homeostatic agent, the sympathetic action

being better described by its ‘‘emergency’’ function. Both

homeostasis and emergency theories should therefore be

reassigned to the description of parasympathetic and sym-

pathetic function, respectively (Cannon, 1929, 1953; Cannon

et al., 1929; Recordati, 1984, 1989, 2002; Porges, 1995,

2001). Along this proposal, Hess’s, Pick’s and Cannon’s

hypotheses would be in agreement with one another: the

sympathetic is the ergotropic system (Hess, 1957; Porges,

1995, 2001), mainly active in emergency conditions (Can-

non, 1953) with a catabolic function (Pick, 1970); while the

trophotropic–endophylactic parasympathetic system (Hess,

1957) becomes the homeostatic agency (Cannon, 1929)

favoring an anabolic function and hypometabolism (Table

2) (Pick, 1970; Recordati, 1984, 1989, 2002).

4.2. Perspectives

The above conclusions about the functional organization

of the two main divisions of the autonomic nervous system,

together with the available clinical data, indicate that an

enhanced and sustained increase in sympathetic tone when

accompanied by a simultaneous decrease in vagal activity

may constitute an additional and important risk factor for

cardiovascular diseases and may contribute to worsen prog-

nosis of already established cardiovascular pathophysiolog-

ical conditions (Zanchetti, 1986; Frattola et al., 1993; Julius,

1996; Folkow, 2000; Esler et al., 2001; Malliani and

Montano, 2002; Curtis and O’Keefe, 2002).

Both biological and clinical data indicate, for example,

primary arterial hypertension as a sympathetic nervous

system-dependent disorder. Generally disappointing have

been until now the results of studies addressed to demon-

strate a prominent genetic basis for this diseased state

(Smithies et al., 2000). This condition has also been

interpreted as a ‘‘civilization disorder’’, reflecting an exces-

sive response to stimuli, the so-called ‘‘hot responder trait’’,

Table 2

Theories about the functional role of the two main divisions of the

autonomic nervous system
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and an imbalance between the two main divisions of the

autonomic nervous system (Folkow, 2000; Light, 2001;

Curtis and O’Keefe, 2002). Stressful conditions, when

prolonged and sustained, accompanied by enhanced exter-

oceptive stimulation, may give rise in susceptible individu-

als to a specific stress-dependent differential organization of

the sympathetic not adequately balanced by a simultaneous

increase in parasympathetic recovery function (Esler et al.,

2001; Morrison, 2001). Environmental stimuli favoring a

sensitization process of postganglionic sympathetic neurons

(Jänig et al., 1982; Blumberg and Jänig, 1983) similar to

that described for the gill withdrawal reflex of aplysia and

hippocampal networks (Kandel, 2001) may reinforce the

sympathetic tone, induce a neurogenic hyperkinetic state

(Julius, 1996; Julius and Majahalme, 2000) and increase

blood pressure variability (Frattola et al., 1993). Positive

sympathetic reflexes (Malliani and Montano, 2002) sympa-

thetic– renin–angiotensin interactions (Recordati et al.,

2000), faulty noradrenaline reuptake into the cardiac sym-

pathetic nerves (Rumantir et al., 2000; Esler et al., 2001)

and sympathetic cotransmitter control of blood vessels

(Burnstock, 2002) may also come into play. The beneficial

effects in hypertensive patients of aerobic muscle exercise,

low metabolic energy intake, low Na+ diet, decreased stress

level and mental relaxation, which all positively contribute

to increase parasympathetic cardiac and circulatory control

and lower sympathetic activity and arterial blood pressure,

may favor the point of view that primary hypertension may

be caused by a pathophysiological imbalance of the auto-

nomic nervous system regulatory function.

In conclusion, a thermodynamic approach to the bio-

logical system may help to formulate a coherent hypothesis

about the autonomic nervous system development and about

the reciprocal functional specificity acquired by the sym-

pathetic and parasympathetic divisions in the course of

evolution. On this background, a logical continuity is

reestablished among the work of our predecessors and

between theories, experimental and clinical observations.
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